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Dear editors:

We are apologized for uploading a wrong cover letter file in the previous version. We did not submit the manuscript to other journal previously. We are actually submitting the manuscript entitled: “The Diagnostic Value of Ultrasonography in Carpal Tunnel Syndrome: A Comparison between Diabetic and Non-Diabetic Patients” for consideration of publication on *BMC neurology*.

All authors have made a substantial contribution to this manuscript, have read and approved the final manuscript, and have no substantial direct or indirect commercial financial incentive associated with publishing this article. In this study, Informed consent was obtained from all of the study subjects. The study was approved by the hospital’s Institutional Review Committee on Human Research. We declare that this manuscript or portions are not under consideration by another journal and have not been previously published and will not be submitted elsewhere if accepted by the journal and not before the Editorial Board has reached a decision.

Thank you very much for your consideration!

Sincerely
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